UNLEASH YOUR FIERCE COACHING PROGRAM
Hey Boo!

Have you been struggling to be confident?

Are there times when you feel unworthy, not enough, and undeserving of good things coming into your life?

Do you see other women living their fab life and you wonder why you can’t seem to have it all too?

Have you read books, read posts on social media, made a vision board, said affirmations, but still don’t see a change in your life?

Are you ready to finally “get it together” & become unstoppable and fierce?

I teach women how to create a life they love by unleashing their fierce confidence, taking total control over their life, and releasing the baggage that often keeps women stuck.
NEGATIVE thoughts will never produce POSITIVE results. EXCUSES will never ELEVATE you to the next level.

I know the feeling though. The negative thoughts. The self-sabotaging behaviors. The unhealthy patterns that seem like they will never end. The excess weight that won’t seem to go away, the dream you have that keeps getting pushed back from starting, or the fear you have of stepping fully into your power, feeling “behind” because you’re not where other people might be …

I grew up a normal city girl with a solid family foundation. My mom raised a strong, fierce, woman, however that didn’t save me from doing the REAL WORK it takes to have it all and live the life you of your dreams.

I soon realized that my father and his distance growing up had indeed impacted me. I soon realized that my excess weight gain wasn’t just because I really loved food. I soon realized that the men who showed up on dates were all the same because I never changed anything on my end. I soon realized that worrying about what other people think was holding me back from being successful in my business. I soon realized that I couldn’t make more money if I didn’t know how to manage the money I had.
I soon realized if I wanted to “have it all together” then there is work I needed to do, money I needed to invest into myself, and time I needed to invest for this transformation to occur.

So if you are struggling with being the woman you desire to be….trust me boo, I have been there!

It isn’t pretty. It doesn’t feel fun. It makes you doubt yourself. It makes you feel unworthy. It causes a ton of stress. It keeps you stuck. It holds you back from SHINING and SHOWING up in the world like you dreamed you always would.

When I use to literally CARRY all of my weight!

Weight = doubt, fear, worry, unworthiness, not good enough
Here's what I know for sure about a fierce, confident woman.....

- She's fearless and bold
- She's whole and complete
- She loves herself, her body, and her life
- She is sexy, sophisticated, and powerful
- She is magnetic to high quality men
- She walks in her purpose
- She is abundant and prosperous
- She believes herself worthy of the throne: Queen!
- She is committed to her personal growth and development
- She invests in herself
- She takes good care of her body from the inside out
So what is....Unleash Your FIERCE?

This is your chance to step fully into your POWER and become the STRONG, CONFIDENT, AND POWERFUL woman you desire to be.

I know you’ve wondered why some women seem to have it all: confidence, beauty, style, a good man, a good job/career, nice car, and so on!

There are things that those type of women do that separate them from other women. They have mastered the principles of being a FIERCE woman of value.....
You Can Have It All Together Too!

It's time you got in formation...
Imagine having:

• Unstoppable confidence and being unbothered by what others think

• Total security in who you are and the incredible gifts you have to offer the world

• A proven way to handle negative emotions and experiences that seek to throw you off track

• It all together and feeling in complete control over yourself and your life

• Knowing how to attract high quality men (especially Mr. Right) and more money into your life

• A high level of self-love, self-compassion, and self-resilience, and self-worth

• More like-minded girlfriends who love, respect, and show up for you like you do for them

• Discipline to nurture your body, mind, and soul and practice self-care regularly

• The feeling of being a “total success” instead of a “hot ass mess”

• Your dreams come alive, your goals accomplished, and your vision board a reality
Unleash Your FIERCE is a six week coaching experience:

**Week 1: Find Your FIERCE**

**Week 2: Ignite Your Inner Queen**

**Week 3: Elevate Your Confidence**

**Week 4: Raise Your Men & Money Magnetism**

**Week 5: Cultivate Your Sexiness**

**Week 6: Empower Yourself Daily**
Week 1

Find Your FIERCE

Discover your EDGE...the God given beauty, spark, purpose, and beauty that is divinely in you.

Often when we compare ourselves to others, beat ourselves up, and doubt ourselves in certain areas of our lives....the truth is we have lost our FIERCE edge.
Week 2

Ignite Your Inner Queen

Discover how to OWN your FIERCE by releasing toxic sh*t that doesn't serve you, and create a NEW story about yourself that will attract your dream life.

You can't be a QUEEN thinking like a PEASANT!
Week 3

Elevate Your Confidence

Raise your confidence from within by becoming mentally, emotionally, physically, and spiritually aligned.

Once you learn how to talk the talk (your mindset), it's time you learned how to walk the walk (be your authentic self).
Week 4  
Raise Your Men & Money Magnetism

Upgrade your men + money mindset, discover the connection between the two, and how to up the ante to attract better men and more money to you.

It’s all about your VIBE.

You can’t be with Barack Obama if you’re on Chris Brown’s Level.

You can’t be wealthy with a poverty mindset.
Week 5

Cultivate Your Sexiness

Awaken your feminine power and deepen your level of self-love: learn how to nurture your body, your sensuality, and elevate your sex appeal.

Self-love is the root of sexiness. It is the root of confidence. It is the root of worthiness. It is the root of “feeling and being enough.”
Empower Yourself Daily

Develop a simple yet powerful ritual for keeping your motivation and confidence HIGH all the time.

It’s all in your STRATEGY! If you have one you will always be consistently confident, clear, and in control of your life.
Ask Yourself:

How would my life be different if I became FIERCE?

Take 3 minutes and visualize your dream life!

You = Mentally, Physically, Emotionally, Spiritually, Romantically, & Financially ALIGNED
Here's what else you'll get:

- Weekly video lessons
- Weekly homework assignments
- Daily prayers
- Three Confidence Masterclass Audios
- Access to Private Facebook Group
- 1-on-1 Coaching Call (Optional)
- Group Coaching Call + Live Q & A (optional)

Dear Lord,
Thank you for believing in me and loving me more than I love myself. Lord I ask that you teach me how to build my confidence in every area of my life. Shine light in the dark areas so I can be made whole. Continue to guide me and direct me to properly handle my emotions and raise my energy.
Amen
The Confident Woman Collection

BONUSES

Journaling 101: The Power of the Pen
How to Effectively Use JOURNALING to heal, evolve, and grow as a woman
Taria Pritchett

FREE

Master Your Mindset
Audio downloads for daily motivation, positive thinking, and believing in yourself
Taria Pritchett

Confidence Affirmations
Over 50 affirmations and mantras to makeover your mindset
Taria Pritchett

FREE

21 Day Guide to Release Your Baggage & Renew Your Confidence
Taria Pritchett

Find Him, Keep Him: A Practical Guide on Getting the Love You Deserve
Taria Pritchett

Fit, Fine, & Fabulous
A Go-to Guide on Loving Your Body & Elevating Your Style
Taria Pritchett
There are levels to this...

**Silver Level**
- Includes entire course + bonuses
- All self-paced

When you have free time, work your way through all of the course materials.

**Platinum Level**
- Includes entire course + bonuses
- 45 Minute 1-on-1 Coaching Call (Personal support, guidance, and mentoring)
- 3 Live Group Coaching Calls

**Gold Level**
- Includes entire course + bonuses
- 3 45 Minute 1-on-1 Coaching Calls (Personal support, guidance, and mentoring)
- 3 Live Group Coaching Calls + Q & A

$199*

$299*

$399*

*Early Bird Pricing not listed. Send inquiries to regalrealness@gmail.com. Early pricing ends 2/26/16.
"Now that I’ve finished the program I feel confident, charming, and beautiful. My favorite parts of the program were the weekly videos, coaching calls, and one on one coaching call with Taria. The homework assignments have helped me see how awesome I am and the flaws I can work on. I’ve also stopped calling myself a hot mess."

-Sasha Robinson
“This program made me dig very deep and forced me to stop making excuses for not being or getting what I want. Since joining I have been able to see myself in a new way, discovered more of who I am and what my desires are.”

– Kim Haynes
Testimonial- Shana Before

"So this morning I did have my meltdown as I finally realized "the guy" was just not that into me. HOWEVER, I’m proud of myself for getting in my prayer closet, crying and letting it go. I’m even more proud that I went to the mirror and affirmed myself and decreed myself whole, happy, beautiful and worthy of love. If this were last year, I would still be lying in bed the whole day. Now I’m dressed and extremely elated, happy and on my way to get my passport. Again, this all started with YOU!! Thank you for being that light for sooooo many women and myself!!! YOU ROCK!!!" -S.R.
Testimonial- Shana After

Celebrated a wonderful weekend with a very special lady.

She wanted to get married and just a year ago was struggling to find a good God fearing man. She finally found love after coaching and doing the inner work necessary to attract Mr. Right, and he took her out for Valentine’s Day and her birthday this year. He shared this on his Facebook page.

- Shana Robinson
Where do you wish to be 6 weeks from now?

- Feeling like a hot mess
- Still unsure of how powerful you truly are
- Worrying about what others think
- Still struggling to get Mr. Right and get your bank account tight
- Still not living your dream life
- No new information or mentoring to push you to the next level in your life

Or....
Where do you wish to be 6 weeks from now?

- Believing in yourself
- Knowing exactly why you are the BOMB and can do anything your heart desires
- Confident and fearless
- Unbothered and unmessable with by haters, naysayers, and critics
- Magnetic to the right MAN and more money
- Closer to your dream life than ever before
- Loved, valued, supported, nurtured, and held accountable by a trusted mentor and soon to be friend!

FIERCE

WHOLE

MAGNETIC

CONFIDENT
Ready? Submit an application today!

Next Steps:

Submit an application HERE if:

a) you’re ready to invest in your personal growth and development

c) you’re ready for a change and are ready to go to the next level

c) you’re willing and committed to do the WORK it takes to transform

Only serious applicants apply.

I see it, I want it
I dream it, I work hard
I grind ‘till I own it – Beyoncé

ENROLLMENT IS OPEN!
PROGRAM BEGINS FEBRUARY 29, 2016.
Confidence Coach: Taria Pritchett

Taria Pritchett is the woman to call when you are ready to “have it all.” She teaches women how to unleash their fierce confidence and awaken their personal power from within.

As a sought after confidence coach, she has been honored as one of Delaware’s Top 40 Under 40.

When she isn't dropping words of womanly wisdom, you can find her buying up Barnes & Noble’s personal development section, jamming to rap music, shopping for chic jewelry, teaching English, and cracking jokes with her family.

Her first book will be released in 2016.

Learn how to feel good about yourself and your life in all of your fierce, sexy, and beautiful glory at www.regalrealness.com.